PRODUCT INFORMATION

USER GUIDE

TISPLUS SCAN HANDLE FOR ZEBRA TC7x
1. INSERTION
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1. Take the TC7x and put it into the left
holder of the handle.
2. Align the lower left side of the handle
holder to the edge of the black TC7x rubber.
3. Now push the right side of the TC7x
down and
4. move the handle a little bit forward until
the lock catches snap into the holes at the
TC7x battery release buttons.

Now press down the left and right hand side of the
retaining clip until it snaps.
Ready!
2. Align

4. Move till “snap”

5. Push

Lock
latches

“click”

Note:
The TISPLUS
Scan Handle is
desined to
carry the TC7x
with mounted
hand strap.
For easy insertion please put
the hand strap
in a flat position.

For charging
with mounted handle
please push
the hand
strap in the
upper position.
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5. Then push the right holder of the handle
until it snaps over the right side of the TC7x.
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2. REMOVAL
Push the right holder of the handle until it moves above
the right side of the TC7x. Turn the TC7x out of the handle.

Push

3. PTT-BUTTON REMAPPING

1. Start Settings->Key
Programmer
2. Click on “BUTTON_PTT”
3. Scroll up click on “Scan Button”
4. Ready, screenshot on the right shows the remapped PTT-Button for TIS Scan Handle usage

4. STYLUS MOUNTING
For easy access to the
TC7x stylus the TIS
Scan Handle provides
a holder for the stylus
and a hole to mount
the stylus cord. The
picture shows the
TIS Scan Handle with
mounted stylus.
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5. CARE
Do not use oil to lubricate
the mechanism. Oil detracts plasticizers from the
material, the plastic parts
become brittle.
Do not use harsh chemicals,
cleaning solvents or strong
detergents to clean the TISPLUS Scan Handle. Clean the
TISPLUS Scan Handle with a
damp cloth.
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The TIS Scan Handle
uses the PTT-Button
to trigger the scanner. Please remap the
PTT-Button with the
following instructions:
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